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On some problems caused by wavelet filtering
in calculated spectra

G. Por*

Department of Reactor Physics, Chalmers University of Technology
SE-412 96 Goteborg, Sweden

Abstract

It is shown that de-noising a measured time signal by wavelet technique produces a rather good result
in time domain, while it has unwanted consequences in spectrum estimation. Therefore it can be used
for reconstruction of the picture of the physical process, but it should be avoided, when the aim is to
reveal eigenfrequencies or transient behaviour of the spectra.

Introduction

In most of available literature about wavelets (see for example Mallat,1998, Newland
1994, Bergh, 1999) it is clearly stated, that wavelets are rather good for de-noising
images or measured time signals. In every elementary textbook about wavelets it is
shown that a few levels of wavelet decomposition are capable of approximating the
original signal. It is also shown, that wavelet components with the highest amplitude
carry the most significant information, therefore they can be used for signal
reconstruction and one can neglect the components with small amplitudes.

Since the reconstructed signal is very similar to the original one it is widely supposed
and suggested that wavelets can be used for filtering the noise of the signal. Different
methods can be suggested for filtering or de-noising the signal by wavelets.

One can use the idea coming from the typical behaviour of the FFT spectra of
physical processes. Typically the sampling frequency can be selected so high that the
upper part (half) of the spectrum contains only the white noise level of detection
noise. One way to reduce the background noise is to set that part of the spectrum to
zero before making inverse FFT. Thus it is widely believed that detection (and
sampling) noise can be filtered out by setting the upper one or two octave of the
wavelet transform to zero before making inverse wavelet transform.

*On leave from INT ofTU Budapest, HU-1521, Budapest, Hungary
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However, the most common way of de-noising or filtering the signal (and also
compressing the information) is the elimination of the weak components. In this
method, components of wavelet transform that do not exceed a certain threshold level
are set to zero. After reconstruction of the signal (or a picture in 2-D case), either
using reconstruction methods or simply using an inverse wavelet transform, it can be
clearly seen that the noise has been partly or totally eliminated (see for example
Newland 1998).

Analysing the effect of wavelet filtering on the estimated spectrum

Here we shall show some consequences of wavelet filtering using an elementary
example. We simulated a sine wave with some random noise added to it. We are
going to use wavelets for de-noising. Finally the spectrum of the original signal and
that of the de-noised signal are compared.

Let us produce a "sampled" time signal as:
(1

/ ( / ) = sin(0.5* 0 + 0.1 *random(-1.0: +1.0), [/ = 1,2,...,16384]

To make our calculation as simple as possible we estimate the spectra as:
(2

APSD(co) = abs(FFT(J(i))),
where FFT stands for digital Fast Fourier transform.

In our wavelet transform we used the wavelet package of the DDL programming
package (User Manual, 1996), which uses Daubechies 4,12 or 20 wavelets (see details
in Numerical Recipes, 1992). We believe that this is one of the most widely used
wavelets, at least we found most references on this type of wavelets. There may exist
other wavelets that are more suitable for this example, but certainly less used.

We carried out analysis for many different cases, but here we reproduce only the best
de-noising using Daubenchies-20 forward and backward wavelet transform. On Fig.
1. there are 5 graphs. The first is a zoomed fragment of the simulated time signal (1).
Zooming helps to see the basic sinusoidal character and the noise added to it. The
second graph is its APSD as defined by (2). The third graph is its wavelet transform.
One can notice that the highest octaves represent mainly the white noise. Higher
octaves are positioned from the right hand side. The highest octave is the full right-
hand half of the wavelet transform, the one but highest is the right half of the
remaining part, and so on.

The fourth graph (of Fig. 1.) shows a fragment of the reconstructed signal using
inverse wavelet transform (of same type and levels as the forward transform was). In
later figures we shall demonstrate the filtering effect, where filtering was made by
setting to zero the elements of the wavelet transform that are smaller than a certain
threshold level. Here in Fig. 1. we used the same algorithm with zero threshold.
Figure 1 presents the well-know character of the inverse wavelet transform: it is
capable to reconstruct fully the original signal. There is really no difference (visually)
between graphs 4 and 1 as well as between their APSDs (graphs 2 and 5). This fifth
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graph, which is the APSD of the inverse (inverted or reconstructed) signal, was
estimated using the same algorithm (Eq.4) as before but now on the reconstructed
time signal.
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Figure 1. Simulated time signal, its spectrum, wavelet transform and inverse

Next we show the effect of filtering of the weak components. One can find this on
sub-pictures of figure2.

fragment of OF INVERZ WAVELET TRANSFORM
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Fig. 2. a
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Fig.2.a shows the inverted time signal using threshold=0.01. This still fully agrees (at
least visually) with the original signal part. No filtering effect can be seen.

fragment of O F IMVERZ WAVELET TRANSFORM

o.o

2OO 300 4OO
thr9shold= O.O2OOOOO

s o o

Fig.2.b
No change can be noticed on Fig.2.b. either. But on Fig.2.c, where the threshold =iv/o,

fragment of O F INVERZ WAVELET TRAM ©FOR M

1 OO 200 300 4-OO
threshold^ 0.0300000

S O O e o o

Fig.2.c.
one can notice a weak effect (compare added noise at the maxima of the time signal).

fragment of O F INVERZ WAVELET TRANSFORM
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Fig.2.d.
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Fig.2.d shows a drastic improvement in comparison with the previous cases. Filtering
out all wavelet components that have an amplitude less than 4% of the amplitude of
highest (in amplitude) components of the wavelet transform, we got a much smoother
sine function than the original unfiltered signal was.

fragment of O F INVERT WAV!
r-> l _ l • • • • j \ > ' I ' ' " Vl A

WAVELET TRANSFORM

.o - y.
200 300 -4-00
threshold = 0 .0500000

5 O O S O O

Fig.2.e.

Going further and further in threshold level (Figs. 2.e, 2.f, 2.g), the inverted signal
looks more and more like a pure sine function. Random noise is clearly disappearing.
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fragment o-f OF IMVERIZ TRANSFORM

2OO 3OO 4-OO
threshold= 0.0600000

Fig.2.f.
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Fig.2.g.
t o-F O f= INVERZ

Fig.2.h
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Fig.2.i.
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-a.s -

- 1 .O tz.

- o . s —

-1.O L.

Fig.2.k

We show these figures since we need them in further discussion. Here so far
everything seems to be very good, de-noising of the signal by wavelets works well.
Typically, presentations in textbooks and papers end here. But how far can we go in
improvements? This was the threshold-level = 20 % on Fig.2.k, which seems to be
very high. There is much discussion about the optimum of threshold level in
publications. Not going to mathematical details, let us take a few more steps here, just
simulating further.

1 .O
TRANSFORM

2OO 300 -tOO
th resho ld^ 0 .300000

Fig.2.l.
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On Fig.2.1, it can be noticed that the amplitude of the sinus-like signal is varying. It
could be noticed even on previous pictures as well, but this effect is very weak at
lower threshold levels. On Fig.2.m, even the character of this deviation is clearly seen.
There is a periodic undulation of the amplitude of the sine wave. This means that
there are also other periodic components present in the time signal. This is a
commonly observed behaviour in many time signals having higher harmonics in the
spectrum. This led us directly to investigate what was happening in the spectrum of
the reconstructed (and filtered) signal.

fragment of O F INVERZ WAV! TRANSFORM

1 OO 2OO 3OO 400
three hold = 0.400000

5 0 0 e o o

Fig.2.m

Let us take the same tour concerning the APSD with growing threshold level.

N/l OF IMVERJZ TRANSFORM

-1.OE-2 -

1 .OE-3

1 .OE-4 £

-1 .CIE-S -

2000 4OOO 6OOO
thresho ld^ 0.0100000

sooo

Fig.3.a.

The spectrum on Fig.3.a visually fully coincides with the spectrum of reconstructed
signal having zero threshold value in filter (i.e. the original, unfiltered signal). It has
the single peak of the sine signal and a white background noise level of about 1.0E-3
level.
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LOG-AUTOSPECTRUM OF IN1VER2 TRANSFORM

-I .OE-1 —

1 .QE-2 -

-1 .OE-3

2OOO A-OOO 6000
threshold^ 0.0200000

sooo

Fig.3.b.

There is no real change on Fig.3.b. either. Remember there was no improvement in
time domain either.

LOG- OF INVERZ TRANSFORM

O.1 DOO -

2000 4-000 6OOO
th resho ld^ O O30O00O

SOOO

Fig.3.c.

First we notice some weak improvement at threshold level = 3 %. Here on Fig.3.c, it
is revealed in a slight decrease of the background white noise level (definitely falling
below 0.001 and having fewer small components of l.OE-5). One notices however the
small single spectrum line popping out at about the triple frequency of the original
main eigenvalue. At this point, it could be just a statistical error.
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i C T R U M <Z>T= IMVERJZ "T" F? VX IN] S F O R; tvi

2000 4-000 sooo
threshold= 0.0400000

Fig.3.d.

However, this is not the case. On Fig.3.d, we can see a further drop in background
level, but the single spectrum line is still present. Fig.3.e confirms the fact that it is not
a statistical error. The presence of that component is evident, plus one more new
component is appearing due to the filtering effect.

LOG-AUTOSPECTRUM OR IIMVER2 TRANSFORM

1 .OE-S -

2000 4-000 6000
threshold^ O.OSOOOOO

Fig.3.e.

Deformation of the auto-spectrum becomes absolutely clear on Fig.3.f. Besides those
two narrow-banded (and thus periodic) components, the modulation of the total
background level becomes visible. The threshold level is only 6 % and unwanted
excess periodic components as well as some characteristic structure instead of white
background appeared.

10
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LOG-AUTOS M OF INVERZ TRANSFORM

-I .OE-2 -

1 .OE-S -

2OOO 4-OOO ©OOO
t h r e s h o l d ^ 0.O60O00O

sooo

Fig.3.f.

Now going further and lifting the threshold level higher (Fig.3.g.), further dramatic
changes occur in the APSD.

LOG-.

I -OE-2 -

I .OE-4 -

1.OE-6 -

I -OEE-S -

LOG-

1.OE-2 -

-I .OE-4

1.OE-6 -

1-OEi-S -

1 .OE-1O -

IVT OF INVERT TRANSFORU

2000 4-000 SOOO
threshold^ 0.0700000

SOOO

Fig.3.g.

M OF IMVER2 TRANSFORM

2000 -4-OOO ©OOO
t h r e s h o l d ^ O.OSOOOOO

Fig.3.h.
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We can see several instances of aliasing (reflections) in the spectra on Fig.3.h. and
some deep valley in the middle and at the end of the spectrum. The threshold level is
only 8 %.

1 .OE-2 -

1.QE-6 -

1 .OE-8 -

1 .OE-1O -

1 .DE-12 -

4000 6OOO
threehold= O.-IOOOOO

8000

Fig.3.i.

Remember, that at this level we did not suspect any distortion yet from the inverted
time signal at all (see Fig.2.h.)- We can give an explanation of this phenomenon as
follows. Similar background structure of the spectrum can be achieved, if we set
automatically the upper two octaves (the upper 3A of the wavelet transform)
automatically to zero, regardless of the amplitudes of its components (see Fig, 4.).
This means, that at threshold level 8 % we reached the amplitude level of the second
octave from the top in our simulation.

LOG-AUTOSPECTRUM OR INVERT TRANSFORM

1 OE-1O

Fig.3.j.

Rising the threshold level even higher up to 20 %, the effect in the spectrum of the
inverse time function is even more dramatic (see Fig.S.j.) Of course 20 % is too high
for threshold, but remember that no such dramatic change in time signal could be seen
(compare withFig.2.k.)

12
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What do we conclude from all these simulations? First of all it is obvious, that
wavelet filtering works well in time (or space) domain. We mention here the space
also as independent variable, since wavelet filtering is widely used to de-noise 2-D
pictures. Improvements (elimination of noise) are clearly visible on pictures published
in referred literature. However, if we want to de-noise the time signal measured in a
physical experiment with the aim to get more information from the spectra, wavelet
filtering can introduce extra peaks and extra valleys.

Needless to say that, in interpretation of the experiments in physics, peaks
(eigenvalues of processes) and valleys (sinks or poles of the systems) play the most
important role. Therefore filtering can produce misinterpretation very easily.
Reflections (aliasing) in the spectra can be interpreted as eigenvalues, when the
average white background level has been reduced.

Here we must mention some positive facts as well. First, the background noise level
was indeed reduced by wavelet filtering. Second, due to filtering, the standard
deviation in the background level of the spectrum, i.e. its scatter was reduced by
several factors. Third, the amplitude of those peaks due to aliasing has never exceeded
the original background noise level significantly. The investigated distortion of the
structure of APSD can be seen only if we present the APSD in log-scale. In linear
scale only the original eigenvalue of the sine wave can be seen. In linear scale no
distortion of the spectrum can be seen at all. The distortion of the auto-spectrum is so
small (in linear scale) that it can be bravely called negligible by the scientist favouring
wavelets.

Unfortunately, as well known, there is an overall 1/f character of all physical auto-
spectra (sometimes the fall in spectra is even more rapid). Therefore it is absolutely
common in physics to present APSD functions in semilog-scale. All peaks in spectra
having much smaller amplitude at higher frequencies still may carry information
about the presence of eigenvalues at that frequency, and this is widely used in
physical interpretations. Therefore aliasing, reflections of peaks in spectra, even if
they are weak in amplitude, can be rather dangerous and misleading.

LOG-AUTOSPECTRUM OF IMVERZ T" R A M Q F O R t-1

1.OE-1Q -

1 .OE-12 -

8000

Fig.4. Auto-spectrum of inverted signal filtering the upper two levels

13
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Application of soft threshold levels

Typically, most of the physical information about the processes is concentrated in the
lower octaves of wavelet transforms (or at lower frequencies of FFT transform).
Consequently the higher octaves (or higher frequencies) contain information mainly
about the detection noise level. However, since orthogonal wavelets (as well as FFT)
transform white noise into white noise, noise will be uniformly spread over all
wavelet coefficients (over all Fourier components). This makes it possible to extract
the few large wavelet coefficients, and removing most of the noise by setting small
wavelet coefficients to zero.

However, since the noise is uniformly spread over all wavelet coefficients, it is not
justified to set to zero only those, which have small value, as we had done in previous
sections. Application of a soft threshold seems to be more appropriate method for de-
noising the signal. Here we follow the book of J. Bergh et al. on Wavelets (1999) for
using soft thresholding.

Hard thresholding was defined and used in the previous section applying threshold
function 7]T (co) to noise wavelet coefficients:

W; if >T

[0 otherwise

Coefficients with absolute values less than some threshold level T were shrunk to
zero, and all other coefficients were left unaltered.

Soft thresholding function is defined by

Wj -T if Wj > T

Wj +T if Wj <-l

0 otherwise

That means that wavelet coefficients that are larger in absolute value than the
threshold value T are also shrunk by an amount of T.

In practical applications, the threshold has to be fine-tuned to the particular class of
signals under consideration. The noise level is in general unknown and it has to be
estimated from the data. This is usually done using the wavelet coefficients of the
highest octave, since the influence from the physical components of the signal is
usually less there. The noise level is estimated as

T = Median(\wj_lk\) 10.6745

The reason for using a median estimate is to reduce the influence of outliners, i.e.
noisy wavelet coefficients with large signal content.

While this approach is far the best, still unwanted reflections remains in the filtered
spectra. This is demonstrated on Figures 5 and 6, where the soft thresholding was
used. In this test we used another simulated time series:

/ ( / ) = sin(0.1 */) + sin(i) + 0.3* rcmdom(-l.O: +1.0), [/ = 1,2,...,16384]

14
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Figure 5.a shows the improvement in time signal.

agment of TIME FUNCTION: SlN(Q.1*step)+$in(step)+Q.3*ra

2

-1

-2 'r

200 300 400 500 600

fragment Of OF INVERZ WAVELET TRANSFORM

0 100

5 N

200 300 400
applying soft threshold

500

y

While the noise reduction seems to be rather successful again in time domain,
reflections of the basic two eigenvalues appeared in the spectrum (see Fig.5.b.). Their
magnitude is about 100 times less than that of the original components, but they have
larger amplitude than the original background had. It is worth to notice that the noise
reduction achieved is different for different frequency ranges of the spectrum: We got
less reduction in the vicinity of the eigenvalues. This is most probably due to window
effects of the FFT transform.

15
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LOG/AUTOSPECTUM of time function

0.1000 -

0,0100

0.0010

0.0001

0 2000 4-000 6000 8000
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0.1000

2000 4000 6000
applying soft: threshold
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8000

Analysis of oscillation found in shot 40554

Here we present a successful application of the proposed wavelet filtering technique
on a JET soft-X-ray record. A helical structure was found in the shot S40554 KJ5-S8,
which is considered as kink (n=l) in JET classification.

We show the original signals on Fig.6.1.1. and its filtered version on Fig.6.1.2.
Filtering was made:

- First, by reducing the white detection noise level using the so called soft threshold
method

- Second, using the derivation (differentiation) based high pass filtering to remove
trends.

Trends were totally removed; white detection noise had been first dropped by wavelet
filtering but enlarged later by differentiation of the signal.

On Figures 6.2.1 and 6.2.2 the space-time plot (contour plot) of the original and the
filtered signal blocks can be seen respectively. A periodic character can be
immediately noticed on Fig.6.2.2, which presents the filtered signal (with octave
filtering).

On Figure 6.3 we present the soft threshold filtered version of the space-time plot.
Since the record length was about 6000, it is difficult to see the periodic structure on
this picture.

16
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Orfginol time functions of CAT-SHQT40554/KJ5-S8
15
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<J.2. i Space-time (contour) plot and the 3D plot of the original data

Filtered time functions of CAT-SHOT40554/KJ5-S8
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Time axis

^*

Fig. 6.2.2. Space-time and 3D plots after filtering
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'HP filtered Data. SHOT 40554 • KJ5-S8 Wavelet 3nd*HP;filterecl Data; SHOT 40554
6000, ill
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Z (m)

Fig.6.3. 3D and space-time presentation of the total shot
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Fig. 6.4 A part of the (previous) total picture zoomed around the peak of 3D picture
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Fig.6.4 is a zoomed version of the previous one, zooming from the centre of the kink-
burst. One can see the right spiral turning into a left spiral and back to a right one
again, but with lower frequency. On this picture it is clear that we have at least three
spirals rotating in the plasma and there seems to be a spiral in each spiral, like in a
light bulb.

Fig.6.5. Zooming more the spiral and showing the formation of other rate

Fig.6.5 shows just the zoomed version of the previous picture, where the spiral
changes.

On Fig.6.6 one can see where the spiral starts. It starts in the middle between -0.3 to
+0.5 meters and it grows toward the edges on this picture up to -0.5 —i-1.0 meters. It
is interesting that it starts from some minimum (from a valley). Then the growth (and
the widening toward the edges) continues, it reaches its maximum, and then it
stabilises in some oscillation. In fact in this fragment the right spiral is turned into left
spiral (see Fig.6.5). On Fig.6.4 the slower spiral is continuing, here we have a triple
spiral structure and spiral within each spiral.

We experienced almost the same structure that was found in previously for real
snakes. Here again we think that several elementary events are present and the sum of
them produces the helical structure first. When they coincide in phase they interact
and they are turned into a common burst, which generally had been regarded as a
kink, since its oscillation carries n=l character.

20
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.avelel and HP-ftitered Data; SHOT 40554

6.0802E6,

F+yß

-1Ó00M

-2000

6:0802E6

6.0796E6

6.0796E6

6.0794E6

6.0792E6

6.0792E6I
-1.0 -0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5

Z (m)

Fig. 6.6. The beginning of the spiral

Double oscillation effect found in soft-X-ray data from shot No 45922

In the following we present a result of using the wavelet filtering and high pass filter
on soft-X-ray array from shot No 45922-KJ5-S4. Here again a double spiral has been
found using the wavelet filtering technique. According to some previous experience
such a helical structure can characterise the fluctuation of the 'snake structure'.

A "snake" is a spontaneous, non-linear magnetic perturbation, which terminates the
period of good confinement created by the transport barrier in the Tokamak plasma. A
snake has a clear (m,n)=(2,l) structure localised at a q=2 field line. The radial extent
of the snake is about 5-10 cm; its poloidal extent is about 10-20% of the poloidal
cross section. Inside the snake a positive and a negative snake can be distinguished
with an electron temperature variation of 1 keV (D. Borba et al, 1999).

While several events are well understood in a plasma at least theoretically, like
fishbone modes, RF-Beat waves and even kinks in disruptions, the nature of snake has
not been fully explained yet.

The path of the discharge in a snake has been presented in simulation as a double ring
inside of the Tokamak thorus, having a rotating phase around the main circular axis of
the ring, thus in each segments there are two paths. Since detectors are positioned in a

21
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single cross section and they have non-crossing lines-of sights, a snake can be
detected as some helical double spiral in time, due to those two paths (D. Borba et al,
1999, B. Alper 1998).

The task is to detect the snake in the time signal. This is not very easy to do. Even in
magnetic signals there are many additional noises, which may cover the typical
characteristics of the snake. For soft-X-ray signals it is even more complicated since
the fluctuations are small compared to the mean value. One needs a well designed
filter to reveal the frequency range of interest.

Recently, convolution filters based on the IDL package have been used. In this
technique it was necessary to set the high pass and low pass levels manually. In the
next sections we present some results that have been achieved using wavelet filtering
method. This method is more convenient, since it is automatic, there is no need to
select filter frequencies manually. It works even better when one applies the well
know threshold method of wavelets that we described in previous section.

First we present the contour plot of the total shot. On Fig.7.1, a very interesting snake-
like effect can be seen at the end of the record. It is even more interesting that the rate
of oscillation stabilises to the end of the records, but before that oscillation it has
much slower rate and it is clearly formulated within the record.

I HP filtered Data, SHOT 45922 : KJ5-S4
4E4

2E4

Wavelet and HP filtered Data, SHOT 45922
6.250E6

6.240E6

6.230E6

6.220E6

6.210E6

.5 6.200E6 Bu^t*bini'i,

•*tm) -1.0 -0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5
Z (m)

Fig. 7.1 Space oscillation in the total record of 45922-KJ5-S4
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•. 7.2. Space oscillation at the beginning of 45922-KJ5-S4

This is not the time scale where the typical snake-Eke oscillation could be seen. For
those we have to look in better time resolution. We shall first look 256 data point
segments of the total record of 25000 dates from fig. 1. We shall return to this figure at
the end of our analysis.

On Fig.7.2, we present a block from the very beginning of the record. The time scale
of the periodic structure on Fig.7.2 is more similar to snake-like events. One may
think that it exists at the very beginning, but it dies out. Let us see the continuation
(on Fig.7.3).
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Fig. 7.3 The second block of 256 point of soft-X-ray data from 45922-KJ5-S4

Fig.7.3 is the direct continuation of Fig.7.2. We can see that the oscillating character
has not died out yet. It becomes even stronger at the middle of this block. The double
crossing (q=2?) character of the oscillation, i.e. two oscillations with anti-phase are
clearly seen. This snake is not always regular. It changes a little bit its character in the
second half of Fig.7.3, then it continues on its original pace.

It is impossible to reproduce all 256-point blocks here (their number is about 90).
Here we present two more from those, where the character of the oscillation changes
(Figs 7.4 and 7.5).

On Fig.7.4, clearly the old high oscillating rate is present but a new much slower
variation is appearing. This new lower pace of oscillation is well seen on the next
figure (Fig.7.5, which shows a much later 256-point data block).
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Fig7.4. The variation of the oscillation rate in 45922-KJ5-S4
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. 7.5 Apart of 45922-KJ5-S4, where the much slower pace of oscillation became
stronger
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We conclude that there are several oscillating events going on in parallel. Their
oscillation rate is rather close to each other. When they meet in phase, then their
amplitudes are added, and the stronger amplitude becomes visible on the background.
This is why the oscillation disappears and reappears on Figs. 7.2 and 7.3.

It is known that the sum of two oscillations of near standing frequencies contains the
difference and the sum of those two frequencies. Thus we believe that the slower
pace, appearing on Fig.7.4 and developing fully on Fig.7.5, is just an apparent
oscillation of a sum of two (or three) oscillations having rather near but much higher
rates.

Thus we conclude, that there are several elementary oscillations, parallel oscillating
processes going on with similar rates in the plasma and their sum can show varying
oscillation rate. Now we return to Fig.7.1, where even a much slower pace can be
seen at the middle and the end of the figure. We believe that having several dozens of
similar elementary oscillations, they may coincide in-phase in such a way, that their
sum shows a rather slow variation (Fig.7.1). When this happens, they may interact
and a stabile slow rate oscillation starts at the end of this record.

Conclusions

The wavelet filtering technique has been studied using certain selected examples. It
has been shown that wavelet filtering is rather effective in reducing white detection
noise, and the soft threshold method was found to be very good also. Using the
wavelet filtering technique, one can reconstruct the signals in time domain or images
in 2D space producing visual improvement of the picture, i.e. noise is reduced from
the signal or from the picture.

However, as it was shown on well-selected examples, wavelet filtering introduces
weak reflections in the estimated auto-spectrum of strong components of the original
process. This makes the reconstructed signal almost unsuitable for further spectral
estimation. In most areas of physics, narrow banded components of spectra are
usually identified as eigenvalues of the physical system under consideration; therefore
it can be rather misleading to use wavelet filtering before spectral estimation. This
carries the hazard of false identification of eigenvalues for the physical system to be
analysed, since such weak components are due to data processing, i.e. due to wavelet
filtering.

A relatively new method, the wavelet filtering has been introduced in the analysis of
soft-X-ray record of JET shots. It has been demonstrated that this filtering method is
rather effective for removal of the white detection noise, but it may produce very
weak (less than 0.1 % distortion) in the frequency spectrum.

It has been shown that wavelet filtering introduces weak reflections of strong
components of auto-spectra. This carries the hazard of finding eigenvalues for the
system to be analysed due to data processing.

It has been also shown and demonstrated on the example of SNAKEs, that wavelet
filtering can be very useful in time domain to get characteristic behaviour of the
event.
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Space-time oscillations were successfully presented in shot 45922-KJ5-S4, which had
been identified earlier as a characteristic picture for events of "snake". It was shown
the speed oscillation changes. This fact was explained having several elementary
oscillating events of near standing frequencies in the signal. Their superposition can
be seen as an oscillating character on space-time plots. Since their frequency can be
slightly different, the superposition will exhibit the difference and the sum of their
frequencies, consequently slower pace of oscillation can also be apparent.

A similar oscillating character was found using a wavelet filter in shot 40554, which
is classified as a kink in JET. This indicates that a superposition of similar oscillating
events may be responsible for many different types of plasma events. When their
phases coincide, then an oscillating character appears in the time signal (see both
examples). In this case the oscillating elementary events will interact, which can lead
to a different nature of the total picture.

It is necessary to find a decomposing method for frequency analysing of space-time
pictures presented in this report. Although it is visually evident that there are
oscillations in those pictures, it is not simple to transfer them into frequency space,
since those oscillations in space and time have a character of the magnitude of the 2D
picture.
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